INTRODUCTION
The excessive use of bibliometric indicators to evaluate and rank researchers has upturned the priority of scientific publications. Research articles are increasingly used for research evaluation and individual profiling. As a result, some researchers have opted for unethical mechanisms to maximize the number of articles in spite of failing to provide a substantive intellectual contribution. To curb the issue of allocating the same credit to all co-authors of any multi-author paper, it has been proposed to give the greater credit share to the first author and lesser shares to the co-authors, depending on their contribution and position in the byline. Moreover, Shen and Barabási developed an algorithm that attempts to quantify the credit share of co-authors. Consistent with this idea, a recent study of more than 12,000 articles in the biological and life sciences confirms that 1st authors declare more contributions (3.77) than last (3.03) and middle (1.80–2.50) co-authors. Also, it has been documented that middle authors of papers with numerous co-authors are less likely to become principal investigators unless they publish in journals with a high-impact factor.

The aim of this article is to discuss the issue of inappropriate, even if disguised as “collaborative,” practice epitomized by some spouses and intimate partners of reciprocally co-authoring papers that each couple’s member generates individually and despite of their different research fields. A scheme is proposed to identify this nepotistic practice at the research evaluation.

ACADEMIC NEPOTISM AND KIN AUTHORSHIP
Although academic nepotism might be an ethical expression of “social capital,” it remains a disputed and widespread phenomenon that leads to conflicts of interest and even to inappropriate (kin) authorship in biomedical publications. An analysis of more than 21 million MEDLINE/PubMed-indexed papers published worldwide points to a modest rise in kin co-authorship globally. Kin authorship is defined as the same surname occurring more than once among the authors of a single paper. The kinship, for example, is a big issue for Italy, India, and Poland. Overall, countries with low level of corruption are exemplified as those with low publication kinship.
Except for conjoint efforts illustrated by four Nobelist or Nobel-nominees egalitarian couples (the Curies, Joliot-Curies, Coris, and Noddacks), the husband-creator/wife-assistant collaborative model dominated in the last 3 centuries.\textsuperscript{12,13} Such a pattern, implying that theoretical ideas and publications are all ascribed to the husband, are further reinforced by anti-nepotistic rules operating against the wives.\textsuperscript{13} Studies on scholarly productivity and collaborative projects of spouses and researchers, who sustain an intimate relationship, show that they often engage in reciprocal co-authorships.\textsuperscript{14}

**INAPPROPRIATE AUTHORSHIP**

The ratio of inappropriate authorship in biomedicine, be it corporative, coercive, honorary, guest, ghost, or ascribed to academic nepotism, can be as high as 70\%.\textsuperscript{15} A recent analysis of 12,772 papers authored by 79,776 individuals and published in a single mega-journal (\textit{PLOS ONE}) revealed that approximately 48\% of listed co-authors did not fulfill the authorship criteria of the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors primarily because they were not involved in writing.\textsuperscript{7} Co- and multi-authorship is currently associated with pressures to publish more and builds up impressive academic profiles.\textsuperscript{16} To counteract these trends and promote ethical authorship, all stakeholders of science communication are in their position to implement concerted measures, ranging from educational courses offered by research institutions to editorial strategies and authorship criteria set up by learned associations.\textsuperscript{15}

A detailed analysis of an individual's profile on MEDLINE/PubMed can identify the main field(s) of expertise and allow calculating proportions of 1st, single, corresponding authorship (excluding those in which the researcher is also the 1st author), and “et al.” co-author publications. Such an analysis may also identify unethical practices of reciprocal gift and matrimonial authorship provided spouses are previously identified.\textsuperscript{17} The identification of spouses can be particularly difficult in countries where married female authors often keep their maiden last name(s) (e.g., Italy, Mexico).

**FOCUSED EVALUATION**

I propose that in the evaluation of research productivity of biomedical researchers with an academic age ≥ 10 years (time elapsed since his/her first publication) or ≥ 25 publications, to specifically look for overly represented “et al.” co-authors at multi-author papers. To target couples, the following scheme may apply: 1) to identify pairs of spouses or intimate partners; 2) to ascertain the field(s) of expertise of the researcher under evaluation via his/her publications as first or corresponding author in MEDLINE/PubMed; and 3) to identify the two most common “et al.” co-authors and for each of these determine the field of expertise as well as the number and the ratio of papers coauthored with the researcher under evaluation. Whenever a co-author working in a different field is found to have a high “et al.” co-authoring ratio (above a pre-determined threshold) with the researcher under evaluation, I suggest to discard the co-authored papers or at least those exceeding the agreed threshold in the evaluation of both partners. Yet, all papers co-authored by couples working in the same specific field are to be regarded as valid publications provided both authors are genuine (ethical) collaborators.

It may be also revealing to count formal acknowledgments given to spouses/partners. Such an additional analysis of acknowledgment notes may reveal collaborative activities
undisclosed by analyzing the author bylines.\textsuperscript{18} And finally, author contribution statements may complement information inferred from analyzing author bylines.

Since the proposed scheme faces some hurdles, such as the difficulty to discern research fields (for instance, how many and which subfields are encompassed by the term human genetics?), determine the threshold of ethical co-authorship, and clarify whether spouses or intimate partners are genuine collaborators, a reasonable compromise may require that the proportion of valid, or ethical, “et al.” papers for each researcher should be not greater than the proportion of his/her papers either as 1st or corresponding author (at the researcher’s convenience).

**CONCLUSION**

I advocate for research evaluation that not only rewards entrepreneurs and managers, but also recognizes creative researchers. Such an evaluation would require enforcement primarily in countries with high level of corruption and kinship (e.g., Mexico, Brazil). An ideal research evaluation should be based not only on a researcher’s list of papers, but also on the proportion of papers with 1st or corresponding authorship, which are valued more than multi-authored (“et al.”) ones.
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